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Iâ€™m asked sometimes how to go about getting the best out of my photos and what would be a good
idea and a great way to show off your photos would be to have some canvas prints made from
them, really it does make a large difference to your home and the presence you get from them to.

If you do decide to have some canvas printing done then why not opt for the triptych sort of canvas
printing, this is basically when you have 1 photo that you have had cut into 3 or 4 or as many
canvas prints you like and spread over them to create one whole image when place on your wall.
Having a canvas print is an awesome way to present your photos but having a lot of them in an arty
fashion just makes them look out of this world.

You can purchase canvas prints online or through high street shopsâ€™ a lot of time itâ€™s good to see
them before you buy them because you will be able to grasp what they look like in terms of the
colors and the size of the canvas print to then you can try to imagine it already hung up on your wall.
Of course it much easier through to order your canvas prints online, itâ€™s also tends to be a lot
cheaper as well, have you ever noticed that the canvas prints you would find in shops they tend to
be on a piece of wood for the backing or a bit of cardboard which I would say is ok but if you want to
go for quality then your better to order from an online shop that sells there canvas prints with
professional stretcher bar frames, and only that but with the stretcher bars frames they stay a lot
more tight for a much longer time to.

Another good thing about canvas printing is that you can have your artwork printed on canvas to, so
if youâ€™re an artists and you have some work that you want to show off at an exhibition or you just
want to give some of your artwork away as a gift but donâ€™t want to give away the originals then you
can simply have some artwork printed on canvas for a very good price and the similarity from the
original to the canvas print is very amazing as they look exactly the same and you would even be
able to tell the difference from a small distance from the wall, the only real way of telling would be to
run your finger across it and you would then find its flat unlike the painting. So yes that would be a
great idea for your artwork if you wanted to give away some of your talent to some friends and
family as it would be very much appreciated and a canvas print from your artwork would be just the
perfect gift for them that will be remember forever.
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